CYLINDER MOWERS

CYLINDER Mowing started in 1832 with the Buddings Patent pedestrian machine being manufactured by Ransomes in Ipswich. Since then a number of different methods of cutting grass have been developed, all of which have their place. It has to be said though that the cylinder mower is still the most efficient way of cutting grass and of course for fine turf is the only way. In a fast changing world it is often unwise to predict what will happen in the future but I am confident that the cylinder mower, although it will be steadily improved, will continue to be the most efficient method of cutting grass for a long time to come.

Since those far off days of the Budding Patent the cylinder mower has developed out of all recognition. Many of the major developments have been pioneered by Ransomes. Take for example the introduction of the first mower with an internal combustion engine in 1902, the first mains driven mower in 1926 and, much more up to date hydraulic driven gang mowers in the 1960s and now, high output machines with electronic control systems. In 1990 the professional user of grass cutting machinery has a bewildering array of types and specifications of machine to choose from. With the increase in leisure time (for some of us), areas of amenity and fine turf will increase. That will inevitably attract more companies in wanting to get in on the scene. Those of us who have been in the industry for a number of years are wondering where it is all going to end?

Whatever area and type of grass needs to be maintained there is a cylinder mower to do the job. For cutting fine turf on greens there are pedestrian mowers or sophisticated ride on units. Both types are now very often available with a Vertigroom type reel mounted in front of the cutting cylinder. This really is the ultimate in "grooming" the turf. The Vertigroom unit is an invaluable aid to control thatch and eliminate grain by cutting internal growth resulting in a faster and more consistent putting surface.

For other areas on the golf course such as fairways, tees and surrounds, there is a wide choice of equipment. Fairways in particular in recent years have been maintained to a very much higher standard than in the past. Whether a tractor mounted or trailed machine is required or a multiple unit ride-on is preferred cutting units with multi blade cylinders to give a very fine finish are available. The normal number of knives in cylinders used on golf courses in the UK and Europe is 6 or 8. Our colleagues in the USA very often will specify 11 knife cylinders. The difficulties of coping with undulating fairways have been much reduced with the introduction of floating headed units which float in all directions to ensure that scalping is kept to a minimum and that grass in hollows is cut to the same height as the rest of the fairway.

Cylinder mowing is not restricted to golf courses. Multiple unit machinery with 3 or 5 cutting units hydraulically driven are now commonplace with local authorities and contractors. The efficiency of the cylinder mower, with its relatively high cutting speed and low fuel costs has been fully appreciated by those people responsible for the upkeep of roadside verges, parks and open spaces. With reduced costs constantly being sought to cope with the challenges of Compulsory Competitive Tendering or Privatisation as it is often mistakenly called, the high output multiple unit cylinder mower is often the first choice. The output of these machines is impressive to say the least. Take the Ransomes Motor 350D 5 unit ride-on. Yes it is a lot of money, retailing at over £21,000. When the output of 8 acres per hour is taken into account with each one of those acres only costing...
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around £1.40 to cut it can be easily seen that the initial purchase price of any product should not be the first consideration. There are very few machines that could reach anything like the cost effectiveness of the Motor 350D.

The manufacturing of grass cutting machinery today is extremely advanced. In today's very competitive works designs and manufacturing efficiency must be constantly improved to ensure that the customer gets the right product at the right price. These investments will inevitably lead to innovations in grass cutting machinery in the future. It is very unlikely though that a better and more efficient way of cutting grass will be found than with the cylinder mower for many years to come, if at all.

**FEATURES**

- Unlike ground driven machines the P.T.O. drive will maintain a constant cylinder speed independent of forward speed enabling efficient cutting in the wet when other machines slip.
- Lighter than many hydraulic machines therefore reduces damage to wet ground.
- Automatic tension of independent ‘V’ belt drives to each cutting unit transmits maximum power to the cylinders but provides flexibility to permit slip should obstacles be encountered.
- Full articulation of each cutting unit allows the Red Dragon to follow ground contours on its rear roller.
- A unique fully floating head system is available with full width front and rear rollers to give consistent height of cut over severe undulations without scalping and is particularly suitable for golf course fairways.
- Floating heads can be locked into a fixed head position with a simple lever and front rollers easily removed.
- Quick height adjusters are fitted as standard and make changes simple for those golf courses requiring one machine for both fairway and semi-rough mowing. For finer adjustment screw type adjusters are available.
- A third wheel is available as an option for any specially landscaped sites, etc. often have slopes dotted with trees and shrubs which are ideal for the unique manouevring ability of the centre pivoting, fully articulated Belos. Add the highly sophisticated hydraulic power requirement make it an ideal choice for mowing large areas economically with smaller lightweight tractors.

**STIGA-BELOS BEST ON SLOPES**

Multi-use tool carriers like the Belos are often criticised for not performing individual operations as well as a dedicated machine. Professional mower users report that the opposite applies on the 4 wheel drive Belos 1500.

Triple cylinder mowing on banks is a case in point. With its fully hydrostatic four wheel drive plus electrically selected limited slip differential, the traction and steering ability on slopes has to be tried to be fully appreciated. And because the 1500 has three double acting hydraulic power circuits in its standard specification, when fitted with the 83” wide Belos front attached triple cylinder, actual cutting performance is equal to the best dedicated out front triple cylinder rider.

Golf courses, country parks, landscaped sites, etc. often have slopes dotted with trees and shrubs which are ideal for the unique manoeuvring ability of the centre pivoting, fully articulated Belos. Add the highly sophisticated hydraulic power requirement make it a dedicated machine.

**POWER DRIVEN TO CUT IN THE WET**

- SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN—NO COMPLICATED ELECTRICS OR HYDRAULICS
- STRONG CONSTRUCTION FOR LOCAL AUTHORITY WORK
- THE MORE FLEXIBLE HEAD FOR GOLF COURSE CONTOURS
- CHOICE OF FIXED OR FLOATING HEAD
- CHOICE OF 4, 5, 6 OR 8 BLADED CYLINDERS
- CHOICE OF MANUAL OR HYDRAULIC LIFT
- OPTIONAL EXTRAS INCLUDE TRAILER LIGHTING, SPARE WHEEL, ETC.
- OPTIONAL SCARIFIER HEADS
- MANUFACTURED IN GREAT BRITAIN

**RED DRAGON 5 AND 3 GANG MOWERS BY ROCRAFT**

Ideal choice for mowing large areas economically with smaller lightweight tractors. The Red Dragon can be attached in minutes to most towing vehicles equipped with P.T.O. drive giving a wide flexibility of choice of towing unit. Transport between sites is made easy by folding the cutting units which can be raised either hydraulically or manually.
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